


The Story
Farnol as a creative name has a history backdating to the early 1900’s.

The legacy started with Jeffery Farnol, an ancestor and inspiration to 
the brand who is widely known across Great Britain and America for 
creating the swashbuckling regency romantic genre.

With over forty novels to reference, we have taken inspiration from 
his works approaching the past with a new, modern point of view. 

FARNOL is now a creative force in fashion. We are responsible, 
recycling fabrications as well as the past with historical prints, book 
marks as labels and library styled shop fits.

Sustainability
Farnol was founded in London, a truly diverse, multicultural 
and modern city. We believe that we need to be responsible 
for our actions today to create a better future.

Turning against the speed of fast fashion, Farnol offers 
understated essentials with an enduring wearability. Mixing 
premium classics with directional seasonal pieces, the 
collections focus on timeless designs and an obsessive 
attention to detail.

With a focus on responsibility and reducing our carbon 
footprint, each collection is made either on a limited run 
in London using ‘Premium End Fabrics’, repurposing 
what would have been wasted material into new technical 
fabrications, or organic cottons from our partners in Europe.

Our mantra is to encourage sustainable purchases. We are 
the long-term staple of any wardrobe.

Collections
 Each collection is made up of two ranges, both of which include First 
Edition Made in England Product each marked with the signature Farnol 
stamp. The classics consists of a seasonless range of everyday pieces, 
essential in any wardrobe. 

The collection consists of trousers, shirting, jersey and jackets. A relaxed 
approach. To sit alongside this, we create a limited run of considered trend 
pieces. These are crafted to complement and enhance the wearer with unique 
fabrications and a seasonal twist.


